
To,

The R.P Anand Virtual Centre of International Law

It is with great responsibility I, Professor(Dr.) I. P. Massey endorse Mr. Arjun Beniwal

for participating in this niche essay competition in international law, R.P. Anand Bi-

annual Essay Competition2Ql6. At present, Mr.Arjun Beniwalis a student of Master of

law (LL.M) in the National Law University Jodhpur (NLUJ).

Mr. Arjun Beniwal has penned down a beautiful piece of research on sexual abuse of

women during armed conflicts. In my opinion, the heading of the essay very simply but

painstakingly put forward the manifestation of such heinous crime during armed as well

non-armed conflict situation. The essay is structured really well. It is arranged in such a

way that it allows a reader to fully appreciate the underlying facts and then move on to

understand laws put in place to deal with such situation. The first part of essay deals with

the definition of armed conflict. He has looked into existing legislations, which defines

armed conflict and has come up with his own understanding of what armed conflict

comprises of. The best part of this essay is that the author has tried to come up with his

own understanding of concepts that shows amount of research the author has done. It is

highly commendible.

In the second and third part, the author has focused on the existence of sexual abuse

during armed conflict and intemational instruments dealing with it. The author has

critically analyzed the effectiveness of present laws in combating with sexual abuse in

armed conflicts. The author has dealt in length with the existing case laws and rulings in

those particular cases. In the last, the author has concluded with several pragmatic

suggestions to improve the situation.

In my understanding, this essay brings out the plight of the unheard. A mere perusal of

this essay compels one to work towards mitigating and preventing such crimes. The essay

is very contemporary keeping in view peoples movement from Middle East to European

countries. This essay will definitely help law students to comprehend such situations with

clear understanding of laws dealing with it'



With fingers crossed and hopes high, I strongly recornmend that this essay be honored

with position in top three. It is the cleax and simple yet comprehensive writing has

prompted to endorse this essay. I wish luck to Mr. Arjun Beniwaland congratulate him

on coming up on this very well wriuen esssy.
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